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Canine Dal Blood Type: A Red Cell Antigen Lacking in
Some Dalmatians
Marie-Claude Blais, Lisa Berman, Donna A. Oakley, and Urs Giger
Background: Based upon alloantibodies produced after sensitizing dogs with transfused blood, more than a dozen blood
group systems have been recognized thus far, and some have been classified as dog erythrocyte antigens (DEA).
Hypothesis: A new canine red cell antigen was suspected, based on the development of specific alloantibodies in a Dalmatian
previously sensitized by blood transfusions.
Animals: Twenty-six Dalmatians (including 1 Dalmatian in need of blood compatibility studies); 55 canine blood donors.
Methods: Serologic tests, including blood typing, crossmatching, and direct Coombs’ test were performed by standard tube
techniques and a novel gel column technology adapted from human blood banking.
Results: By day 40 after transfusion of an anemic Dalmatian, all major crossmatch tests to 55 non-Dalmatian dogs were
incompatible. The 2 initial donors, who were compatible before transfusion, were also now incompatible, suggesting the
development of an alloantibody to a common red cell antigen. No siblings were available, but 4 of 25 unrelated Dalmatians
were crossmatch compatible, suggesting that they were missing the same red cell antigen. The patient was blood typed DEA
1.1, 3, 4, and 5 positive, but DEA 7 negative. Further blood typing and crossmatching results did not support an association
to any of these known blood types. The alloantibodies produced were determined to be of the immunoglobulin G class.
Conclusions and Clinical Importance: Based upon the identification of an acquired alloantibody in a Dalmatian,
a presumably new common blood type named Dal was identified. Dalmatians lacking the Dal antigen are likely at risk of
delayed and acute hemolytic transfusion reactions.
Key words: Alloantibody; Blood compatibility; Crossmatch; Dog erythrocyte antigen; Transfusion.

ecause dogs do not have clinically important
naturally occurring alloantibodies, the blood
group systems in dogs have been recognized largely by
experimental investigations of alloantibodies produced
after sensitization via blood transfusions.1 More than
a dozen blood group systems have been described in
dogs2–5; however, it has not been determined if all blood
groups reported are serologically distinct, mainly
because of the limited availability or loss of typing
reagents and the paucity of comparative studies of the
different blood group systems and reagents. International standardization has been proposed for 7 different
canine blood group systems6,7; however, typing sera are
currently only available for 5 of those blood groups,
including DEA 1 (1.1, 1.2), 3, 4, 5, and 7. Furthermore,
a new canine blood group classification has been
proposed in Japan, based upon 4 monoclonal antibodies
(Shigeta A, B, D, and E), but its correlation with the
DEA system has not been defined, with the exception of
SGT A, which likely recognized DEA 3 based on
a limited comparative study.8 In addition, little is known
about the frequency of blood types in dogs and the
biochemistry of the antigen molecules.2,3

B

More than 2 dozen blood group systems have been
recognized in humans besides the well-known human
ABO and Rh blood group systems. Approximately 100
additional high-frequency red cell antigens have also
been defined as hereditary traits occurring in 92–99% of
the general population. They have been identified
mainly through the detection of their specific alloantibody in serum after hemolytic transfusion reactions and
an incompatible major crossmatch test.9,10 These highfrequency red cell antigens can be of clinical importance,
because it is difficult to find units of compatible blood
for patients with alloantibodies directed against a highfrequency antigen.
Based upon the identification of an alloantibody in
a sensitized Dalmatian and the investigations of other
blood donors, including Dalmatians, we describe herein
a presumably newly recognized common blood type
named Dal. In addition, we applied a gel column
crossmatching technique that readily detected these
Dal-induced incompatibilities.

Methods
Animals
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A female spayed Dalmatian was examined for medical
management and hemodialysis for chronic renal failure. After
sensitization by blood transfusions, this dog (index dog) required
blood compatibility testing when in need of additional transfusions.
A total of 55 privately owned healthy dogs (.25 kg) enrolled in
the volunteer blood donor program of the Penn Animal Blood
Bank were screened as potential blood donors, including 23
Borzois, 8 mixed-breed dogs, 6 Greyhounds, 6 German Shepherds,
4 Labrador Retrievers, 3 Golden Retrievers, 2 Great Danes, as well
as 1 Boxer, 1 Rhodesian Ridgeback, and 1 Doberman Pinscher.
(EDTA) anticoagulated blood samples and segments of blood
collection tubings (containing donor blood in citrate-phosphatedextrose-adenine [CPDA]) were used for compatibility testing. In
addition, EDTA blood samples were obtained for compatibility
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testing from 25 Dalmatians not related to the index dog, based
upon a 3-generations pedigree and from various geographical areas
in the United States (Pennsylvania, New York, Illinois, and Texas).
These studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee of the University of Pennsylvania (no. 800839).

considered negative. With positive agglutination, the RBCs were
either trapped on top or within the gel column. Similar to the
grading for blood typing, such positive agglutination reactions
could be graded from 1+ to 4+ according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.8,12

Blood Typing

Characterization of the Index Dog’s Alloantibodies

All dogs used in the study were blood typed for DEA 1.1 by
using commercially available typing cardsa according to the
manufacturer’s instructions and as described.8,11 Furthermore, the
novel gel column technology,b recently introduced in human blood
banking and adapted for canine blood compatibility testing, was
applied. The gel column technique uses a monoclonal anti-DEA 1.1
antibody for DEA 1.1 blood typing,c requires a special centrifuge,d
and has been described in detail in a recent comparative study,
which concluded that the gel system appeared to be a reliable and
rapid laboratory canine DEA 1.1 typing method.8
Blood from the index dog, all crossmatched-compatible
Dalmatian blood donors, and a limited number of crossmatchedincompatible donors was also typed for DEA 1.1, 1.2, 3, 4, 5, and 7
by using commercially available polyclonal antisera according to
the manufacturer’s protocol.e The addition of canine polyclonal
anti-immunoglobulin (Ig) G reagent (canine Coombs’ reagent) was
required to facilitate the agglutination reactions with the Michigan
State University DEA 1.X and 1.1 reagents.8,f

The recipient’s serum was further investigated to characterize
the strength and the class of the transfusion-induced alloantibody.
The agglutinin titer of the alloantibody, defined as the highest
dilution of serum or plasma in which agglutination could still be
detected, was determined by creating serial 2-fold dilutions of the
recipient’s serum in phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS) and
then proceeding with the standard tube crossmatch test by using
these serodilutions.3,13 The various suspensions were incubated at
4uC and 37uC for 15 minutes. The process was repeated by using
red cell suspensions from 5 dogs.
To deduce the immunoglobulin class, serum agglutinin titers
were also determined after exposure to 1 of 2 sulfhydryl compounds,
which abolish the agglutinating and complement-binding activities
of IgM by cleaving their disulfide bonds.3,13 Serum from the index
dog was incubated with an equal volume of either PBS, 0.01 M
dithiothreitol, or 0.1 M 2-mercaptoethanol at 37uC for 60 minutes,
and the agglutinin titer was then determined as described above.

Results
Crossmatching
Major (donor red blood cells [RBC] and recipient plasma) and
minor (donor plasma and recipient RBCs) blood crossmatches
were performed according to the recently standardized tube
method.g Briefly, plasma was separated from EDTA or CPDA
blood of a potential donor and recipient, and a 3–5% washed
erythrocyte suspension was prepared. Fifty mL of plasma and
25 mL of the erythrocyte suspensions were mixed and incubated at
37uC for 15 minutes. After standard centrifugation (1000 3g for
15 seconds),h the tubes were examined for signs of hemolysis and
for macroscopic and microscopic agglutination. The degree of
agglutination was scored from 1+ to 4+.8 Recipient autocontrols, ie,
recipient plasma incubated with recipient RBCs, were also
performed with each crossmatch test.
In addition, all major crossmatch and recipient autocontrol test
results were assessed by using the novel gel column technology. The
procedure was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions and uses standard ‘‘saline gel test cards’’ from human
medicine,i which include 6 microtubes that contain a neutral
dextran-acrylamide gel (preservative, ,0.1% NaN3). Briefly, anticoagulated blood samples from the recipient and potential donors
were centrifuged to separate plasma from RBCs; the plasma from
each sample was pipetted into a labeled tube. A 0.8% RBC
suspension was obtained by adding 10 mL of packed RBCs to 1 mL
of modified low ionic strength saline solution.j For the major
crossmatch and recipient autocontrol tests, 25 mL of the patient
plasma was pipetted in each labeled gel column. Fifty mL of the
patient RBC suspension was added to the autocontrol column.
Likewise, 50 mL of each potential blood donor RBC suspension
were added to the appropriately labeled gel column. This procedure
was repeated with an additional gel column card, but 25 mL of
modified bromelin solutionk was added to every microcolumn; the
modified bromelin solution was used to potentially enhance access
to the antigens on the red cell surface. Both gel cards (with and
without modified bromelin) were incubated at 37uC for 15 minutes
in the manufacturer’s automated incubator.l The gel cards were
then centrifuged for 10 minutes in a special centrifuged and the gel
card could then be interpreted: if the RBCs passed through the gel,
forming a pellet at the bottom of the column, then the reaction was

Case Study (Index Dog)
A 24-kg, 4-year-old female spayed Dalmatian with
a 2-year history of chronic renal failure was examined
because of sudden deterioration of her clinical condition
and poor response to standard treatment. The dog’s
treatments included 2 to 3 hemodialysis sessions per
week because of severe azotemia (blood urea nitrogen
[BUN], 206 mg/dL; serum creatinine, 12 mg/dL).14
Because of a nonregenerative anemia (PCV 21%), the
dog’s blood type was determined as DEA 1.1 positive),
crossmatches were performed, and the dog was transfused with 1.5 units of crossmatch-compatible DEA 1.1
positive packed RBCs from 2 different blood donors
(total of 360 mL or 15 mL/kg) over a 3-day period (days
1 to 3). The dog had not previously received a transfusion. The transfusions resulted in an increase in the
recipient’s PCV to 27%, considering that 3 hemodialysis
treatments were also performed during the same time
period. No adverse reactions, such as hemoglobinemia,
hemoglobinuria, or both, were observed during or after
either transfusion.15 Thereafter, the dog received darbepoetin alfa (1 mg/kg SC every 7 days) and initially
responded, with resolution of the anemia by day 28
(PCV, 40%). Although the darbepoetin alfa treatment
was continued, the dog’s PCV gradually declined to 16%
on day 49. The absolute reticulocyte count was 0 bone
marrow/mL, and the cytology of a bone marrow aspirate
revealed a myeloid to erythroid ratio of 92 : 1, consistent
with a pure red cell aplasia, likely attributable to the
production of crossreacting anti-erythropoietin antibodies. The dog’s direct Coombs’ test for IgG, IgM, and
complement was negative at 4uC and 37uC, and there
was no evidence of gastrointestinal blood loss.
The dog was maintained without transfusion support
until a compatible donor was found. After extensive
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Dalmatian and Dalmatian donors, yielded only weak
positive (up to 1+ agglutinin) reactions when using the
standard tube technique but were all completely negative
with the gel test method. None of the blood donors
tested had been transfused with blood.

Blood Typing

crossmatching of 80 potential donors (see below), 1
stored whole-blood unit (450 mL or 19 mL/kg) from
a compatible Dalmatian (DEA 1.1 positive) was
administered on day 56 without adverse clinical reactions during or after transfusion. The transfusion
resulted in the expected rise in the patient’s PCV from
13 to 22%.

The Dalmatian index dog was originally typed as
DEA 1.1 positive by the typing card method. When
using polyclonal typing reagents in tube assays, the dog
was DEA 1.1, 3, 4, and 5 positive but DEA 7 negative.
Furthermore, similar extended typing procedures of 11
incompatible dogs of various breeds, including 1 incompatible Dalmatian, did not reveal any association
with any of these known blood types (Table 1). Both
compatible blood donors from before the initial transfusion who were incompatible 40 days after transfusion,
were typed as DEA 1.1 and 4 positive but DEA 3, 5, and
7 negative. Two of the 4 compatible Dalmatians were
also DEA 1.1 and 4 positive (DEA 3, 5, and 7 negative).
The additional 2 compatible Dalmatians were DEA 1.1,
3, 4, and 5 positive (DEA 7 negative). Among the 11
incompatible dogs, all were DEA 4 positive and DEA 7
negative, 5 were DEA 1.1 positive, 1 was DEA 1.2
positive, and 3 were DEA 3 and 5 positive. Based upon
these results, all DEAs for which typing reagents were
available could be excluded as the cause of the observed
blood incompatibility.

Crossmatching Test Results

Characterization of the Index Dog’s Alloantibodies

Blood compatibility studies were performed by using
the index dog’s serum and/or plasma collected on days
40 to 55 after the initial transfusion. The major
crossmatches with RBCs from 55 non-Dalmatian
donors, including 31 DEA 1.1 positive and 24 DEA
1.1 negative dogs, were consistently incompatible (2+ to
3+ agglutination reactions) in the standard tube assay.
Furthermore, 3+ to 4+ agglutinin reactions were
observed with the gel column technique performed
simultaneously, independent of the addition of modified
bromelin solution (Fig 1). The index dog’s serum from
day 40 was incompatible with the RBCs of the 2 initially
used donors (2 DEA 1.1 positive Borzois). All autocontrols of the index dog’s and the donors’ blood were
negative when using both crossmatch methods. These
results suggested the production of an alloantibody
against a common or high-frequency red cell antigen
lacking on the index dog’s RBCs. Therefore, siblings of
the anemic Dalmatian were sought, but none were
available for blood compatibility assessment. Furthermore, blood samples from 25 unrelated Dalmatians were
blood typed (19 DEA 1.1 positive and 6 DEA 1.1
negative Dalmatians), and crossmatches were performed; 4 of the 25 crossmatched Dalmatians were
found to be compatible when using the tube, as well as
the gel column technique. These findings suggested that
these 4 Dalmatians were also lacking the same red cell
antigen. Finally, 9 of 80 minor crossmatches, testing for
the presence of alloantibodies in the plasma of non-

The index dog’s alloantibody agglutinin titer, measured on 5 occasions with different Dal positive red cells,
was 1 : 8 to 1 : 16, both at 4uC and 37uC. After exposure
of the patient’s serum to either dithiothreitol or 2mercaptoethanol, the agglutinin titer remained unchanged, which implied that the causative immunoglobulins were not destroyed by the sulfhydryl compounds,
thereby suggesting anti-Dal alloantibodies of the IgG
class. Finally, the serum of the 4 compatible Dalmatians
who had never been previously transfused contained no
detectable alloantibodies against each other, to other
Dalmatians (n 5 2), or to dogs of different breeds
(n 5 2).

Fig 1. Auto-control and major crossmatch results using the
DiaMed gel column technique. Saline crossmatch test (without
addition of bromelin) performed on 10-08-2004. Dottie x Dottie:
negative index dog’s auto-control; 3514-09, 3731.03, 4017.01,
3985.02, 4018.01: incompatible major crossmatch results (graded
4+ incompatible) of 5 non-Dalmatian donors.

Discussion
Based upon the identification of an alloantibody in
a sensitized Dalmatian, we describe herein a presumably
new common red cell antigen lacking in some Dalmatians. The index dog’s blood transfusion induced
alloantibodies, which were determined to be of the
IgG class, yielded positive agglutination reactions
against all non-Dalmatian blood samples tested. In
contrast, the index dog’s serum was compatible with 4 of
25 Dalmatians screened. A correlation between the
incompatibility reactions and known DEA for which
typing reagents are available was ruled out. In fact, the
index dog, which was typed DEA 1.1, 3, 4, and 5
positive (DEA 7 negative), could not have been
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Table 1. Extended blood typing and major crossmatch results obtained by using patient’s serum/plasma before and
after transfusion (days 40 to 55).
DEA Blood Type

Major Crossmatch

Animals

n

1.1

1.2

3

4

5

7

Before (day 0) T

After (day 40–55) T

Index dog
Initial donors
Compatible Dalmatians

1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
+
2

+
2
2
+
2
2
+
2
2
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
2
2
+
2
2
+
2
2
+

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

2
+
2
2
+
+
+
+
+
+

Incompatible Dalmatian
Other breeds

+, Positive agglutination reactions, indicating the presence of a given DEA or an incompatible crossmatch; 2, negative agglutination
reactions, indicating the absence of a given DEA or a compatible crossmatch; ND, not done; T, transfusion.

sensitized to those known blood groups via the first
transfusions, because the 2 initial crossmatch-compatible donors were both only DEA 1.1 and 4 positive, but
were DEA 3, 5 and 7 negative. Similarly, the extended
typing of 11 incompatible dogs (including 1 incompatible Dalmatian) and 4 compatible Dalmatians did not
support an association with any of these known DEAs.
Thus, the blood typing results indicated the presence of
an alloantibody against a novel red cell antigen other
than any known DEA for which typing reagents are
available. Therefore, we named the red cell antigen
recognized by the index dog’s serum Dal, until an official
nomenclature is applied.
Based upon this limited survey, the frequency of the
Dal antigen was, overall, 93%, and its presence was
ubiquitous among the non-Dalmatian group. In human
medicine, red cell antigens are classified as highfrequency antigens when they reach an incidence of
.92 to 99% in the general population, whereas the
frequency may differ in certain ethnic groups.13 Because
the amount of the index dog’s serum was limited, it has
not been possible to screen large numbers of dogs to
determine the precise frequency of the Dal antigen in
Dalmatians and other breeds; therefore, we are referring
to the antigen as common rather than high frequency.
Antibodies to high-frequency red cell antigens can be
very important in human transfusion medicine. Some
are capable of causing severe immediate or delayed
hemolytic transfusion reactions or hemolytic disease of
the fetus and the newborn. Such antibodies can create
a critical clinical problem, because compatible blood is
often extremely difficult to find.9,16,17 The dog in this
study developed the anti-Dal alloantibody after transfusion, whereas 4 other Dal-negative Dalmatians, who
had never been transfused, did not have any anti-Dal
alloantibodies in their plasma, suggesting that the antiDal alloantibody is acquired and only occurs after
sensitization by blood transfusion. It has to be
considered that, after sensitization via transfusion, the
development of anti-Dal alloantibodies may result in
ineffective transfusions and even acute life-threatening
hemolytic transfusion reactions, if Dal-positive blood

products are repeatedly transfused to a Dal-negative
dog. Hence, crossmatching of previously transfused
Dalmatians and other breed dogs is pivotal to select
compatible blood for transfusion.
There are few recognized RBC high-frequency antigens in dogs. Based on several surveys of blood types in
dogs, DEA 4 is classified as a high-frequency antigen,
with a prevalence of .97%.1,3,18,19 Because of the high
incidence of DEA 4, immunization against it takes place
in only isolated cases when transfusing dogs. Thus, this
blood type was, for a long time, widely considered to
have no clinical relevance and was, therefore, not
selected against when choosing donors.19–22 However,
an acute hemolytic transfusion reaction from anti-DEA
4 alloantibodies in a dog sensitized via transfusion was
recently described.22 In a similar fashion, alloantibodies
against a common red cell antigen lacking in an anemic
Whippet were previously reported when an acute
hemolytic transfusion reaction occurred after sensitization by an initial transfusion. In that case, the undefined
red cell antigen was only found to be missing in 1 litter
mate.23 This antiserum is currently not available for
comparison.
In humans, the lack of a high-frequency antigen may
imply homozygosity for a rare allele, reflecting the
inheritance of the same rare blood group allele from
each parent. In these cases, siblings are considered the
most promising source of compatible blood, because
offspring of the same parents are far more likely to have
the same 2 rare alleles than an individual in the random
donor population.13 No sibling of the Dalmatian index
dog could be found for compatibility testing, but 2 of the
Dal-negative Dalmatians were themselves siblings. Thus,
if a sibling is not available, limiting the search for
a compatible donor to a population of the same breed as
the patient may increase the likelihood of a successful
match. To our knowledge, this is the first report of
a direct association between a canine blood type and
a specific breed.
Because typing sera for DEA 6 and DEA 8, as well as
other previously described canine blood groups that no
longer exist19 or are not commercially available,8 it
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remained impossible to determine their relation to the
Dal antigen. The availability of canine monoclonal
typing reagents has increased, but polyclonal reagents
remain the only option for several blood groups and are
of limited availability and are often associated with
inconsistent hemagglutination reactions. The problem
remains that, as of today, no gold standard method for
extended blood typing of dogs has been accepted.
The American Association of Blood Banks Standards
defines a clinically significant antibody as one that
causes decreased RBC survival.13 The immunogenicity,
ie, the ability of an antigen to stimulate an immune
response, of the Dal antigen was clearly documented by
the patient’s production of anti-Dal alloantibodies active
at 37uC. The negative Coombs’ test and the lack of
agglutination of the patient’s RBCs with its own plasma
or serum indicated that an alloantibody (ie, an antibody
formed against a specific blood group antigen that is
absent in the patient) rather than an autoantibody was
responsible for the incompatibility reactions. For ethical
reasons, no incompatible blood units were transfused to
the patient; thus, the clinical significance of the anti-Dal
alloantibodies could not be assessed in vivo.
Throughout this study, a novel gel agglutination
assay was used in conjunction with standard serologic
methods. This blood compatibility technology, now
widely used in human blood banking, was developed
in 1985 by Lapierre of Lyon, France, in an attempt
to achieve more stable agglutination reaction end
points to produce more reproducible results in comparison with traditional tube methodology.24 The procedures used in humans are standardized and provide
clear and stable reactions that improve result interpretation. The gel test cards can be saved for up to
24 hours,25 and photocopies are readily achievable. This
technology was recently applied for canine DEA 1.1
typing, by using a monoclonal antibody, and initial
comparative studies concluded that it is a reliable and
rapid laboratory method for canine DEA 1.1 blood
typing.8 Similarly, the use of the DEA 1.1 gel test in the
present study provided clear typing results, with high
sensitivity and specificity.
This gel agglutination assay has been approved in
humans by the Food and Drug Administration as an
alternative to the tube assay for the detection of red cell
antibodies.26 In our study, the results of all major
crossmatch tests and autocontrols by using the gel test
technology were in accordance with the results of the
standard tube assay. The gel test reactions were easily
interpretable, because the subjectivity of the process was
almost eliminated (Fig 1). In humans, the gel test has
proven to be equivalent to standard tube technologies
for the detection of unexpected antibodies. In 1 study,
the sensitivity and the specificity of gel for potentially
significant antibodies were 92% and 96%, respectively.
This compares favorably with the 98% (sensitivity) and
90% (specificity) of the routine tube procedure.27
Currently anti-IgG–containing gel tests are being used
in humans to improve the sensitivity and the specificity
of the crossmatch test, and similar attempts are in
progress for canine compatibility testing.
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Based upon the identification of an alloantibody in
a Dalmatian, we presumably identified a new blood
type, named Dal. The Dal red cell antigen seems to be
lacking only in some Dalmatians. After sensitization via
transfusion, the development of anti-Dal alloantibodies
may result in ineffective transfusions or in hemolytic
transfusion reactions if Dal positive blood products are
subsequently used. Further studies are needed to
determine the frequency of the Dal-negative blood type
in Dalmatians, as well as other breeds, and to
characterize the Dal red cell antigen and its mode of
inheritance. In addition, the clinical importance of antiDal antibodies in canine transfusion medicine must be
investigated.
Finally, our recent studies in feline blood typing
and compatibilities indicate that the novel gel column
technique is also useful in the laboratory setting
for feline AB typing28 and crossmatching.29 Thereby
we discovered a common red cell antigen named Mik
in domestic shorthair cats which can be associated
with naturally-occurring alloantibodies and may
caused acute hemolytic transfusion reactions.29 With
the rising awareness and improved alloantibody technologies many more red cell antigens are going to be
identified.
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